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MARK’S MUSINGS
A few bits and bobs this
issue before I bore you
with a number of
developments in my
fleet.
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First up, the coming Fiat
124 Anniversario on 17
November is shaping up
to be a big event, so
make sure you come
along to the display at
Southwards on early
Saturday where there will be over 28
Fiat 124s from around the country in
attendance. It’s a rare opportunity to
see so many in attendance, right here in
our own backyard, and will be great to
meet other Fiat enthusiasts from
further afield. We’re also welcome to
put our Fiats on display, where there
will be prizes for the best cars, judged
by local car nut Mike ‘MOD’ O’Donnell.
Our club is also invited the club to join
them for lunch in Martinborough.

Thanks also to former-President-for-life
David Birse for being first off the blocks
to supply material for the member
profile column I threatened to
introduce in the last issue, which is
reproduced in his own words. I
remember when I joined the club that
David was onto his third Fiat, the black
Uno, which rather dates my
involvement!
Finally, a farewell to committee
member Bill Bawn who has resigned
from the committee as he and his wife
are moving to Pauanui (what it is about
ex-committee members moving north?
We’ll have to do something to stem the
tide or they’ll be no-one left!). Most
recently Bill has overseen the
development of our new website which
is almost ready to go live. Thanks for
your contribution Bill.
Mark Stockdale
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Fleet news
A bit of a flurry of activity (in my bank account at least!) in the last couple of months as I
have sold 2 cars and purchased another. You may recall I have previously said selling
cars is a rare occurrence for me, so selling two in the space of a month is noteworthy.
First up, about a year ago I bought a ‘barn find’ 125 from Northland, sight unseen. It
was a one-family-owner car, which had been laid up for the last 25 years or so. The
second owner (the grandson of the first) had barely used it before moving to Oz in the
1990s. Anyhow, after talking to the custodian and seeing some photos I decided to take
a punt as original cars like that are a rare find, plus I had never even owned a twin cam
Fiat before. Upon delivery, I was pretty pleased, with the paint in good condition, albeit
most panels had some flaws, and the interior was very tidy and original. Mechanically, it
needed re-commissioning, but I
hadn’t planned on doing
anything with it in the short
term, with my wagon taking
priority. To cut a long story short,
after mentioning it to other club
members, Horowhenua-based
Logan Morris expressed interest
in it. Knowing he was capable of
doing much of the mechanical
work himself, and thus getting it
on the road sooner, I decided to
sell it to him. Hopefully we’ll get
The 125 on way to its new home
to see it running soon.
The other car I sold recently was my Mercedes-Benz CLS500. A fine car, and the only
reason I sold it was to buy something else. That car? A V8 luxo-barge from the Fiat
family this time – a Maserati Quattroporte. I’d taken a bit of a shine to them, and as you
can probably tell, I tend to like more exclusive cars. It’s also, as I’m sure you’ll agree,
more in keeping as a Presidential express! (It even has massaging, ventilated rear seats
– but I haven’t figured out who can chauffeur me yet).
continued on next page
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CLUB EVENTS
Rush Collection, Feilding
A great day in late September with 7 cars and 14 people
travelling to Feilding to see the private collection of
racing cars and memorabilia along with some classic cars
and commercials. We were hosted by Terry and Joy, who
own the collection with Terry’s son Tim, who races some
of the cars. Terry has had a long involvement with
Manfeild from its earliest days, and explained the history
of some of the iconic racing cars in the collection.
Included in the collection were also some road cars,
including two very rare NZ-built Crowthers, which were
attempts at building a budget Kiwi car.

(left) Mike with some
memorabilia from the collection.
(right) One of the Crowthers is
hidden behind this display

Mark’s fleet news cont’d
The vital statistics of this car (in addition to having 400hp) are
that it is a 2008, NZ-new, virtually one previous owner, with
55,000km on the clock. It’s in the less-common Executive trim,
with a tan/desert yellow leather interior that I think the Italians
do so well, and more exclusive than the typical black leather. I’m
still getting used to it – it has an electronic throttle which is a little
sensitive around town, but it also has flappy paddles – the first
car I’ve ever owned with them – which I quite like. But it also has
those typical Italian ergonomic foibles that the Germans don’t
have, and I found it interesting reading through the sales
brochure that “major controls are arranged with ergonomic
precision…”. No they’re not! Some controls, like the trip computer
switch, are hidden behind the steering wheel, and aren’t
duplicated on the wheel boss. It also has more buttons than it needs, with one to raise the rear blind and another to lower it.
Any other manufacturer would have combined both functions into one open/close switch. But the worst is the heated seat
rotary control, which is mounted on the seat base and can only be operated by feel! Yes, it’s definitely Italian!
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MEMBER PROFILE—DAVID BIRSE
The early years

Trialling was a big part of the Wellington car club scene back in
the 80’s and it was taken very seriously by some. Some cars
Firstly I would like to
would be decked out with three or four people with table
congratulate Mark for stepping
arrangements in the back seats with stop watches, calculators,
into my old boots and taking on
maps, lights and whatever else they thought would keep them
the President and Editor roles,
on time and track. For the younger people, believe it or not,
however, you need to take on
GPS wasn’t available. On a Wairarapa trial we took Robert
Membership as well for the ‘hat
Russell as our navigator. Robert was serious, Kim and I were
trick’.
more wing it and see. Anyway, Robert was constantly asking for
the odo reading and estimated average speed and was busily
Mark made mention of stories
from days past. I thought I would share some before I also pass. punching away on
the calculator
Of course, for the sake of publication, and prosecution, I can
telling me to speed
neither confirm nor deny whether the information is true or
up a little or slow
false.
down. Eventually
I joined the FOCNZ after visiting Continental Cars parts
we arrived at the
department to acquire some ‘bits’ for my 128 sedan (1100cc
first manned
version, Italian built complete with Italian owner’s manual).
checkpoint
Those were the days when Mike, and later David, ran the parts approximately 40
department.
minutes late. After
that the calculator,
If I remember correctly back then the constitution stated that
and almost Robert,
new members were accepted by invitation of an existing
got thrown out of
member. These were the good old days with fine gentlemen
members like Murray Hutton and Malcolm Moore. Then came the car and the
little 128 and driver
the ‘young bunch’, the Birse’s, Riddiford’s, Eyles, Wall’s,
had some fun.
Kitchingman’s, Freeman’s, Robey’s and
the likes. Most of us were ‘pre’ children
On one such ‘midnight’ trial
and had some bloody good events and
involving a Mr K and Mr W, we
nights. One of the more memorable
were in Mr K’s 125T returning from
was a ‘Hoods and Hookers’ night in full
the Wairarapa at around 12.30am. I
costume…need I say more. It was also
was in the back seat watching the
the times when cops were more
speedo touch 100mph whilst
favourable so a couple (few) drinks
coming up the Rimutaka’s from the
weren’t really a problem.
Featherston side.
My first ever club event was a ‘trial’. I
One thing I have to give credit for.
managed to talk three nurses into
Back in the 80’s we drove our Fiat’s
coming with me and unbelievably we
and Lancia’s as the Italian’s
won the trial. I’m still convinced the
intended but never did any of our
nurse’s uniforms may have had
club members get injured or have
something to do with it. From then on
accidents on the roads.
it was all downhill.

COMING EVENTS
Saturday 17 November:
Fiat 124 Anniversario. A gathering of Fiat 124 Coupes and Spiders is being held in
Wellington from 16-18 November. This is shaping up to be a big event with over 28 cars
from around NZ have been confirmed so far. The club will join them on Saturday for a
display of Fiats at Southwards Museum from 9.00am with judging by Mike
O’Donnell (‘MOD’) who is a former 124 owner and hosts the car how ‘Start Me Up’ on
TVNZ OnDemand. Around 10.45am we will depart for Martinborough for lunch at
Tirohana Winery (lunch costs $29 per person). Phone Mark on 021 434097 if you wish to
attend the lunch.
Sunday 9 December:
Xmas BBQ lunch. The club is once again hosting our annual end-of-year BBQ at the
Otaihanga Domain in Paraparaumu. A BBQ will be available to cook food, bring what
you want to eat and drink. Its family-friendly, so bring the kids too! There’s plenty of
parking and there are public toilets. Entrance is off Makora Rd, which is off Otaihanga Rd – take the old SH 1 (now Main Rd)
and take the exit at the roundabout to Southwards Museum and stay on Otaihanga Rd and then turn right at the end onto Makora
Rd. Aim to arrive by midday. For those coming from the south, meet at Plimmerton Weigh Station at 11am for a 11.15am
departure. RSVP to focnz.contact@gmail.com
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Every year we
would have a Fiat
Nationals. There
were three North
Island clubs,
Auckland,
Waikato and
Wellington, which
was officially the
Fiat Owners Club
of New Zealand.
We would take
year about at organising the Nationals which would be held in
a convenient location and include motorkhana’s, trials and
speed/track events. Our club held them in the likes Taupo,
Hawkes Bay and Wanganui. I would like to say FOCNZ
Nationals were always more fun because we were very social.
Check in may include a beer or a wine and that was an
indicator of how the evening would progress.
Two memories of returning from Nationals (or they could be
fabrications). Taupo, five or six or us driving home in the rain,
about three or four metres apart with Mr K in the Volumex
Coupe standing up through the sunroof taking photos of the
convoy at speeds of 140kph plus. We were still in the 128 and
at the tail of the convoy getting completely drowned. The 128
just happened to have its distributor right behind a cut out
below the bumper so we got swamped and had to keep
stopping to dry out. The decision was made to let the 128 go
as lead. Barbara W rightly named the 128 as ‘Puddle Jumper”
because at speeds of 120 plus it would skip across the puddles.
After that trip I solved the dizzy problem by obtaining a
rubber kitchen glove to protect the dizzy. Custom made, a
finger for each lead and pull the hand part over the dizzy cap.
Another Nationals in the Hawkes Bay Mr K’s 125T crapped
out on the way home. At the time Mr W had a 132 so offered
the tow, on a rope about a metre long. Not a problem except at
times on the way home speeds of 160kph were reached. Got
very interesting in overtaking.

Another club event at the Upper Hutt Racecourse where we
were permitted to have Motorkhana’s on the infield, until we
were banned because some plonker in a Ferrari attended, who
wasn’t even a club member and decided to drive around the
actual race track. Anyway, Mr and Mrs W were running late
and were peddling the-then 131R along the Hutt motorway at
serious speed. As they approached the Haywards intersection
- no traffic lights back then – a car full of Nuns obviously
misjudged Mr W’s speed and with the grace of god decided to
pull out. Mr W had no option but to hit the stop pedal, no ABS
back then. His three-day-old Pirelli P6 tyres grabbed the seal
and proceeded to produce some very serious black marks, for
many metres, down the highway. The 131 just missed the
sacred car. When they arrived at the Motorkhana the flat
spots on the tyres were even visible to the partially sighted.
Another very interesting car in our ‘convoys’ was Mr F’s 124
sedan. This was no ordinary 124 sedan, this chocolate brown
box had been modified with a turbo, and from what I
remember a turbo without a waste gate. This thing was a
’sleeper’ for the day, as were most Fiat’s of the time compared

continued on next page
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MEMBER PROFILE—DAVID BIRSE
appeared behind the car. Immediate thought was that he
had blown the engine. He pulled into the pits, where one
to what else was available. Probably the first vehicles to in of the Continental Cars mechanics happened to be, who
the same class to put up a challenge were the Nissan SSS. checked the car over and proclaimed the engine was just
bedding in. Vic continued the rest of the day trouble, and
Back in the 80’s things were a lot less business orientated. smoke, free.
The club could hire Manfeild for $160 a day. This allowed
us to get partners, family and friends on the track for some I have owned a variety of Fiat’s, starting with an 850
driver and skills training. During a couple of club days on Sports Coupe, the 128, which we had heaps of fun in, then
my only new Fiat, the Uno Fire. At the time there was at
the track a very prominent Wellington businessman
least a six month wait time. Continental Cars were happy
managed to crash his Ferrari and not long after during a
practice day a club member rolled his Uno Turbo end over to place an order provided you gave them a minimum of
$500 as a bond. Luckily for me my brother happened to be
end in the ploughed trackside when he overran a corner.
looking in Archibald Motors in Christchurch and rung me
Also, at an Intermarque event a club member was
to say they had a new Uno which had arrived that day but
seriously injured when his modified 124 Coupe went
airborne on a mound of dirt which was then used a safety the buyer had pulled out. I rang the dealer, paid for the car
barrier prior to the introduction of tyre walls and Armco. on my credit card – $15k – and it didn’t even come with a
radio. I flew to Christchurch the next day, took delivery
and stopped at the first tyre shop I found and swapped the
145/70 13’s for something slightly bigger.
continued from page 5

Not being someone who changes car often the Uno
eventually gave way to a Tipo, due to a growing family
even though the town car was an 850 sedan. The 850 was
replaced by a Regatta, and then by a Punto and later a
Punto Sporting and a Brava as the main car, plus Bravo
for our daughter. Also a Tempra wagon which became our
tow vehicle for a trailer camper we had. We still retain a
1996 Fiat Coupe 16v Turbo which we purchased with
5800kms on the clock and has now travelled 34,000kms.

Another prominent member of the club was Vic
Middleditch, a Wellington builder and property developer.
One of his more notable projects was to build a mould for
a Lancia Stratos in the Strathmore garage, following
through to a full road going Stratos replica if I’m not
mistaken.
He is also fondly remembered for destroying his
immaculate Lancia Fulvia during a night hill climb event
on the Happy Valley dump road. He also turned up to an
event at Manfeild to try out his brand new Lancia
Volumex. On his second or third lap whilst travelling at
full noise down the back straight clouds of smoke

Classifieds
1978 Fiat 128 3P for sale
Contact Alan Brown, ph. 0274561482
Email: BrownieAl2@Gmail.com
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